**DigiLocker Senior Mobile Developer (iOS)**

**Designation:** DigiLocker Senior Mobile Developer (iOS)

**Age Limit:** 28-35 Years

**Education Qualifications:**
- Graduate in any stream from a recognized University.
  
  Added advantage for B.Tech (Computer Science/ IT) / B.E. (Computer Science/ IT) / MCA.

**Key Requirements**
- Positive attitude and desire to help others resolve problems and issues.
- Ability to multitask and manage multiple priorities and commitments concurrently.
- Exceptional time-management skills and the ability to work under pressure.
- Commitment to the organization’s goals and values.

**Knowledge & Experience**
- 5+ years* of solid IT development and solutions delivery experience, minimum 3+ years in mobile application development preferably as a team lead.
- Knowledge in Responsive design CSS3, XHTML, one or more Javascript frameworks, and AJAX /Bootstrap UI /Semantic UI.
- Mobile Technologies –PhoneGap, Android/iOS or any other mobile Framework
- Knowledge in developing Restful API JSON data format handling
- Experience in working with Version Control management SVN /GIT /Mercury preferably GIT.
- Experience in mobile site compliant design
- Excellent analytic and problem-solving skills, ability to assess problems and produce practical solutions
- Proficient with a CSS Preprocessor such as Sass or LESS
- Comfortable with usability best practices
- Must be flexible and motivated to work in a fast-paced environment.
- Excellent verbal and written communication skills
- Ability to work independently and as a team member
- A portfolio of relevant open source projects you significantly contributed to or a record of relevant research publications. Links to GitHub, blogs,
- Familiarity with Free and Open Source communities.

*Note - Experience may be relaxed by one year if the candidate is found suitable
Responsibilities

- Drive and manage a project/product in collaborative platform.
- Managing and delivery of projects from conceptualization, visualization to technology mapping and final execution of projects.
- Managing Project scope and change requests (CR).
- Formulates strategies and methods in coordination with the team lead to gather functional requirements and capture them in standard notations like use cases.
- Liaison with project team and delivering projects as per scheduled milestones (risk/quality/time)
- Review/Improve upon current processes/methodologies.
- Release Management and version control.

Please apply via email to: partners@digitallocker.gov.in with subject line: Application for position "Role"

You will be appointed on a contractual basis for two years, this being extendable for another 2 years depending on your work performance.